Committee Members:

John Earl (Business), Jan French (A&S), Jane Geaney (A&S), Malcolm Hill (A&S), Rene Kanters (A&S), Andy Newcomb (ex officio), Sandra Peart, (ex officio), Olivia Reinauer (A&S), Mark Rhodes (A&S, chair), Nicole Sackley (A&S), Bob Schmidt (ex officio), Sharon Scinicariello (A&S), Stephen Simon (A&S), Jerry Stevens (Business), Thad Williamson (JSLS)

1. The General Education Committee endorsed 11 courses for Field of Study credit. These courses were sent to the University Faculty for approval.

   ARTS 201  Drawing  FSVP
   ARTS 202  Design  FSVP
   ARTS 203  Sculpture  FSVP
   ARTS 207  Figure Drawing  FSVP
   ARTS 220  Drawing from Nature  FSVP
   ARTS 225  Screenprint  FSVP
   CHEM 113  Catching Criminals with Chemistry  FSNC
   ITAL 321  Italian Literature in Context  FSLT
   LAIS 231  Intensive Intermediate Portuguese  COM2
   MSEN 190  Women’s Choral  FSVP
   RELG 273  Witchcraft and Its Interpreters  FSHT

2. The General Education Committee is presently considering the following course for approval:

   MLC 225  Chinese Culture and Civilization  FSHT

3. As directed by a movement of the University Faculty on March 4, the General Education Committee requested proposals from all University Department Chairs who may be interested in gaining Field of Study credit for courses in their departments, with the goal of clarifying and perhaps broadening the fields in order to facilitate the inclusion of courses from the widest possible range of departments and programs. The General Education Committee received the following proposals for consideration:

   PHIL 337  Social and Political Philosophy  (Proposed Field of Study: FSSA)
   PHIL 299  Philosophy of Science  (Proposed Field of Study: FSLT)
   PHIL 200  Introduction to Philosophical Problems  (Proposed Field of Study: FSLT)

The General Education Committee will submit its findings by December, 2010.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Rhodes, Chair
April 29, 2010